Abstract-Gait as a behavioral biometric has been the subject of recent investigations. However, understanding the limits of gait-based recognition and the quantitative study of the factors effecting gait have been confounded by errors in the extracted silhouettes, upon which most recognition algorithms are based. To enable us to study this effect on a large population of subjects, we present a novel model based silhouette reconstruction strategy, based on a population based hidden Markov model (HMM), coupled with an eigen-stance model, to correct for common errors in silhouette detection arising from shadows and background subtraction. The model is trained and benchmarked using manually specified silhouettes for 71 subjects from the recently formulated HumanID Gait Challenge database. Unlike other essentially pixel-level silhouette cleaning methods, this method can remove shadows, especially between feet for the legs-apart stance, and remove parts due to any objects being carried, such as briefcase or a walking cane. After quantitatively establishing the improved quality of the silhouette over simple background subtraction, we show on the 122 subjects HumanID Gait Challenge Dataset and using two gait recognition algorithms that the observed poor performance of gait recognition for hard problems involving matching across factors such as surface, time, and shoe are not due to poor silhouette quality, beyond what is available from statistical background subtraction based methods.
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I. INTRODUCTION

R
ECOGNITION of a person from gait has been a recent focus in computer vision. It is a behavioral biometric source that can be acquired at a distance. At this nascent stage of gait recognition research, the pertinent research questions are those related to understanding the limits of gait recognition and the quantitative study of the various factors effecting gait. In the early 1970s, experiments by Cutting and Kozlowski [13] using light point display experiments, pioneered by Johansson [14] , indicated that it is possible to identify a person from the manner of walking, i.e. gait. In computer vision, there have been lot of work on modeling human motion, however, the first effort toward recognition from gait was probably by Niyogi and Adelson in the early 1990s [15] . Since then there have been a variety of approaches to gait recognition [1] , [3] , [4] , [6] - [8] , [11] , [16] - [19] .
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Digital Object Identifier 10.1109/TSMCB.2004.842251 A review of the current studies, summarized in Table I , shows that they report different performances on datasets of varying sizes and with differing variations in conditions, such as time, speed, and viewpoint. The listed performance numbers are the correct identification rates at the top most rank, i.e. fraction of times the correct match to a probe (the input data) is the top ranked match among all the matches of that probe to the complete gallery set (the prestored templates or models). This is a standard performance metric used in biometrics [20] for the identification scenario, where one is interested to find a match to a given probe from whole the gallery set, i.e. one-to-many match. (For the verification scenario, where one is interested in matching one probe to one gallery (one-to-one match), the performance is specified in terms of standard false alarm and detection rates. In general, identification is considered to be a harder problem than verification.) It is difficult to compare and contrast performance among different algorithms tested on different datasets, but two observations that can made from these studies are the following. 1) Performance on indoor sequences [1] , [3] , [8] generally tend to be higher than on outdoor sequences [5] , [7] , [8] . 2) Gait recognition performance drops when comparing sequences taken at different times. When the difference in time between gallery (the prestored template) and probe (the input data) is in the order of minutes, the identification performance ranges from 91% to 95% [1] , [3] , [8] , whereas the performances drop from 30% to 45% when the differences are in the order of months and days [4] , [8] , [21] for similar sized datasets.
A. HumanID Gait Challenge Problem
More objective, quantitative measurement of progress, and the characterization of the properties of gait recognition can be made only based on performances on a common data set for a set of common experiments. Toward this end, the HumanID Gait Challenge Problem was formulated [22] , [23] . The challenge problem consists of a baseline algorithm, a set of twelve experiments (A-L), and a large data set (1870 sequences, 122 subjects, 1.2 TB of data).
The database: was collected outdoors and each person in the data set was studied by varying as many as the five following conditions: 1) two camera angles; 2) two shoe types (A and B); 3) two surfaces [grass(G) and concrete(C)]; 4) with and without carrying a brief case (BF or NB); 5) two different dates six months apart [May(M) or November(N)]. Attempt was made to acquire a person's gait in all possible combinations, and there are up to 32 sequences for some persons. The full data set consists of 1870 sequences from 122 individuals. This dataset is significantly larger than those that are being used in present studies and is also unique in the number of covariates exercised. It is the only data set to include walking on a grass surface.
There are twelve challenge experiments designed to investigate the effect on performance of the five factors, i.e. change in viewing angle, change in shoe type, change in walking surfaces (concrete and grass), carrying or not carrying a briefcase, and temporal differences. The results from the twelve experiments provide an ordering of the difficulty of the experiments. Patterned after FERET (face) evaluations [20] , the challenge tasks are specified in terms of gallery and probe sets. In biometrics nomenclature, the gallery is the set of people known to an algorithm or system, and probes are signatures given to an algorithm to be recognized. The signatures in the present case are the gait video sequences. To allow for a comparison among a set of experiments and to limit the total number of experiments, the gallery was fixed as the control. Then, twelve probe sets were created to examine the effects of different covariates on performance. The gallery consists of sequences with the following covariates: Grass, Shoe Type A, Right Camera, No Briefcase, and collected in May along with those from the new subjects from November. This set was selected as the gallery because it was one of the largest for a given set of covariates. Table II   TABLE II  PROBE SET FOR THE KEY GAIT CHALLENGE EXPERIMENTS, EXERCISING A  SINGLE COVARIATE. THE GALLERY FOR ALL OF THE EXPERIMENTS IS (G, A, R,  NB, M/N) AND CONSISTS OF 122 INDIVIDUALS. THE ABBREVIATIONS USED  ARE AS FOLLOWS: C-CONCRETE, G-GRASS, A-SHOEA, B-SHOEB,  R-RIGHT VIEW, L-LEFT VIEW, NB-NO BRIEFCASE, BF-CARRYING  BRIEFCASE, M-MAY, N-NOVEMBER lists the five key experiments that exercise only the key covariates. We focus on these experiments in this paper. Three observations are worth noting. First, the time covariate implicitly includes a change of shoe and clothing because we did not require subjects to wear the same clothes or shoes in both data collections. Second, except for Experiment K, the gallery and the probe sequences for the other key experiments were collected around the same time. Third, there is difference in background between gallery and probe only for Experiment D, which exercises surface condition change. For Experiment K, the probe background represents the same location as in the gallery, but after six months. The Gait Challenge problem also comes with a baseline gait recognition algorithm based on spatio-temporal template correlation. We provide some more details about this algorithm in Section V-A. The detailed specifications of the experiments, the gait data, the source code of the baseline algorithm, and scripts to run, score, and analyze the challenge experiments are available at www.GaitChallenge.org.
B. Lessons From Performance on Gait Challenge Data
For the key Gait Challenge experiments, Table III lists summary performances that have been so far reported in the literature on an earlier smaller release of the dataset. Results with the baseline gait recognition algorithm are listed on the small data subset used in the first three studies, as well as on the complete dataset. The listed performance numbers are the correct identification rates at the top most rank. We see that performance of the baseline gait recognition algorithm is quite effective and competitive with other algorithms. Another observation of particular interest, is the significant effect of change in surface type on the identification rate; this effect is consistent across different types of gait recognition algorithms. For the baseline algorithm, we also see the significant effect of time variation of about six months. This effect of time on gait recognition has been, as we mentioned earlier, documented by others too, but on different (all indoor) data sets. Thus, the hard problems in gait recognition have to do with walking surface invariant gait recognition and being able to overcome gait variation of a person over time.
Questions arise about these observed effects of indoor vs. outdoor, time, and surface conditions on gait recognition. Are they due to fundamental changes in gait under these conditions? Or are they due to vagaries of low-level processing? Almost all of the approaches to gait recognition are based on the silhouettes of the person, which seems to be the low-level feature representation of choice. This is partly due to its ease of extraction by simple background subtraction; all approaches assume static cameras. Other reasons include the robustness of the silhouettes with respect to clothing color and texture. (It is, however, sensitive to the shape of clothing.) The silhouette representation can also be extracted from low-resolution images of persons taken at a distance, when edge based representation becomes flaky.
It is reasonable to suggest that the quality of the low-level representation is probably at fault. The quality of the silhouettes are dependent on the discriminability between the background and foreground (subject). Segmentation of silhouettes in outdoor sequences is hard primarily because of existence of shadow artifacts, changing illumination due to shifting cloud cover, and inevitable movements in the background. When comparing sequences taken months apart, differences in clothing and even background would lead to different silhouette qualities. This drop in quality of extracted silhouettes can also be offered as an explanation for the drop in gait-recognition when comparing templates across surfaces (Experiment D in the Gait Challenge Problem) because the corresponding gallery and probe sequences also differ with respect to the background.
C. Hypothesis, Method, and Outline
One might speculate that if only we had a better background subtraction algorithm to generate the high quality silhouettes, we would be able to get better gait recognition performance on the hard problems. However, we hypothesize that the fall in performance due to changes in surface and time cannot be explained fully by silhouette quality. In fact, silhouette quality, beyond what is available from simple background subtraction based methods, probably has little impact on performance across these covariates. It is also interesting to note that poor quality segmentations, especially for outdoor sequences, can also contribute to higher recognition especially for sequences that are collected around the same time and against the same background (Experiments A, B, and H). The high recognition might result due the added information from the shapes of the shadows, which would be similar for the same person across probe and gallery, and the correlated background errors, which are never random. In fact, we do observe this effect.
Our observations are based on performance of two gait recognition algorithms on cleaned silhouettes, generated by a novel model based silhouette reconstruction strategy. This strategy is based on a population-based hidden Markov model (HMM), coupled with an eigen-stance model, that corrects for common errors in silhouette detection arising from shadows and background subtraction. The model is trained and benchmarked using manually specified silhouettes for 71 subjects from the recently formulated HumanID Gait Challenge database. Unlike other essentially pixel-level silhouette cleaning methods, this method can remove shadows, especially between feet for the legs-apart stance, and remove parts due to any objects being carried, such as briefcase or a walking cane. We quantitatively establish the improved quality of the silhouettes over simple background subtraction and demonstrate that it is generalizable to different data sets.
In the next section, we summarize the creation of the manual silhouettes, which are used to train the model-based silhouette reconstruction strategy and also used directly for gait recognition. The HMM-based silhouette recognition strategy is presented in Section III. The improved quality of the reconstructed silhouettes is established in Section IV. In Section V we present gait recognition results with these improved silhouettes and directly using the manual silhouettes. We discuss the results and conclude with Section VI.
II. MANUAL SILHOUETTES
Manual silhouettes were created for a subset of Gait Challenge dataset. More details about the process and quality checks can be found in [28] , [29] , here we highlight some salient aspects. Up to 71 subjects from one of the two collection periods (May collection) were chosen for manual silhouette specification. The sequences corresponding to these subjects were chosen from the following: 1) gallery set (sequences taken on grass, with shoe type A, right camera view); 2) probe B (on grass, with shoe type B, right camera view); 3) probe D (on concrete, with shoe type A, right camera view); 4) probe H (on grass, with shoe A, right camera view, carrying briefcase), and probe K (on grass, time). We manually specified the silhouette in each frame over one walking cycle, of approximately 30-40 image frames. This cycle was chosen to begin at the right heel strike phase of the walking cycle through to the next right heel strike. We attempted to pick this gait cycle from the same three-dimensional (3-D) location in each sequence, whenever possible. In addition, we tried to exclude the portion that included the black and white calibration box with high contrast, which frequently leads to high background subtraction errors.
We did not just mark a pixel as being from the background or subject, but provided more detailed specifications in terms of body parts too. We explicitly labeled the head, torso, left arm, right arm, left upper leg, left lower leg, right upper leg, and right lower leg using different colors. Quality control checks looked for miscolored parts and backgrounds, randomly colored isolated pixels, errors on the boundary of the body, and missed body parts. Some of the difficulties encountered during the creating process include low-image quality due to varying overall intensity, occlusion of feet in the grass sequences, similarity of dark skin tones of some subjects with the background, frequent occlusion of the right arm, and the presence of dark or baggy clothing, which made it hard to delineate various body parts. However, despite these difficulties we were able to create pretty consistent quality silhouettes, as judged visually by another subject, across the subjects. Fig. 1 shows the silhouettes of a subject in image frames taken from four different cameras at different distances and surfaces. To remove possible bias in recognition due the use of silhouette height, we normalize the height of the silhouettes to occupy 128 pixels. The bottom row of Fig. 1 shows the height scaled and centered silhouettes of the kind used by gait recognition algorithms. To facilitate the fast computation of similarity measure, following the baseline algorithm [22] , we also align the silhouettes in each frame along the horizontal direction so that the centerline of the torso is at the middle of the frame. This centerline is estimated as follows. First, we compute the number of connected foreground pixels in each row in the upper half of the silhouette. If there are more than one section of connected foreground pixels in a row, e.g., when person's arm move out of torso, we consider the largest one, which is most likely to be the torso portion. For each row we consider the starting column of connected component (front of the torso at each row) and the half of the size of the connected component, (half the width of the torso at a row). The center line is estimated to be at the average of the median of these two distributions. Alternative strategies such choosing the median of the average of the start and end index of the foreground in each row did not result in good centering of the silhouettes, as judged visually.
III. MODEL-BASED SILHOUETTE RECONSTRUCTION
Silhouettes, detected by some form of background segmentation, typically involve errors occur due to the following: 1) shadows; 2) inability to segment parts because they fall just below the threshold and are classified as background; 3) moving objects in the background, such as the fluttering tape in the concrete sequences, or moving leaves in the grass sequences, or other moving persons in the background; 4) compression artifacts near the boundaries of the person, which are present in, medium cost, consumer grade cameras. Our algorithm uses a background subtraction scheme based on Gaussian statistical models of the background color that was used in the baseline gait algorithm to generate silhouettes. We compute the background statistics of the RGB values at each image location, , in terms of the mean and the covariances of the RGB values at each pixel location. Using the Mahalanobis distance of a pixel value as the observation, pixels are classified into foreground or background using expectation maximization (EM) with a Gaussian mixture model.
In the past, various strategies, mostly based on pixel-based processing of photometric attributes, have been proposed to reduce shadow artifacts. However, these approaches have problems in the presence of strong shadows and, of course, these strategies cannot handle missing body parts or extraneous background moving objects merged with the foreground. We handle these kinds of segmentation problems using prior body shape models, as captured by a population-based HMM coupled with an eigen-stance gait shape model.
The states of the HMM represent a gait stance and the transition probabilities capture the motion dynamics between the states for the subject population. This HMM is learnt based on the manually specified silhouettes for 71 subjects. For each gait stance, we also construct, using the manually specified silhouettes, statistical shape models in terms of the mean silhouette shape and variances of that stance shape. This statistical model, which we call the eigen-stance gait model is accomplished by performing principal component analysis (PCA) for each stance.
Each frame in any given sequence is matched onto these stance subspaces using the population based HMMs, statistically describing the gait motion over a subject population. Each silhouette is then reconstructed using the coordinates of the silhouette, found by projecting onto the matched eigen-stance model.
A. Forming Stance Exemplars
The observation model for each HMM state is the most critical aspect of the specification, so we describe it some detail. The observation variables are the distances of a given observed silhouetted from an exemplar set, which we compute by clustering the frames of each given sequence. The particular clustering method employed is constrained K-means clustering. Of course, any clustering method relies on a distance measure, which we define as follows. Let and be two, vertically scaled and horizontally aligned (see Fig. 1 ), silhouette frames, reformatted into row-scanned column vectors, then the similarity between them is (1) Note that for binary silhouettes, with pixels values being just 0 or 1, this similarity is the ratio of the pixels in the intersection of the two overlapped silhouettes to the number of pixels in their union and is also commonly known as the Tanimoto similarity measure. One minus this similarity is the Tanimoto distance metric for binary silhouettes;
. For nonbinary silhouettes too, we refer to the above distance (similarity) measure as the Tanimoto distance (similarity).
To create the exemplars, we first partition the frames in one gait cycle into equal segments. We use one full cycle (two strides) so as to retain the asymmetry in gait, i.e. to differentiate stances with left foot forward from those with right foot forward. We group the frames within the th partition of all people into an exemplar set for the th gait stance, . Since the gait cycles of the manual silhouettes are aligned, this strategy of corresponding the exemplars from different subjects works.
Exemplars for each stance form a set. The initial exemplar sets, , are further refined by reassigning the frames, based on the distance, , by -means clustering with some constraints. Let represent the set of state exemplars. Then
Note that constraint that frames can only be reassigned to only to neighboring exemplar sets; thus, a frame in can be reassigned to exemplars or . We also insist that every exemplar should contain at least one frame from each sequence. We stop when no more reassignments can be done; about ten iterations were enough for our experiments. Fig. 2 shows the mean silhouettes, , of exemplar sets for seven example stances.
B. Population HMM
We will use an HMM to align any given sequence to generic stance sequences for stance-dependent silhouette reconstruction. An HMM is specified by the possible states, and the triple , representing the state transition matrix, observation model, and priors, respectively. The state transition matrix with entries is constrained to represent a cyclical version of the left to right Bakis state transition model over states, allowing only for jumps to the next state. The observation model is comprised of the observation models for each state, , where , i.e. the conditional probability of the observed silhouette, , at time given that the state at time is . We choose the observation model to be exponential in terms of the Tanimoto distance, , between any given silhouette, , to the mean of the state exemplars,
The observation model is thus parameterized by the mean . The HMM structure is somewhat similar to that used in [25] for recognition, but in our case it is designed to model gait dynamics over a population. Differences also exist in the observation model and the state definitions; our model takes into account the gait asymmetry between the two strides over a cycle.
Model Parameter Estimation: We pick equal state priors, i.e. , since, in practice, any given sequence can begin from any state. However, both the transition matrix and the observation model parameters need to be estimated. Since the exemplar sets have been computed from the given training sequences, we just estimate the observation model parameters for each stance, directly from the corresponding exemplars (5) The initial estimate of the transitions matrix is also formed from the exemplars and then refined using Levinson's method for training with multiple observation sequences based on iterative Baum-Welch algorithm (6) We refer the reader to standard texts such as [30] for details regarding the Levinson's method. Here we present just the key equations. Let there be observation sequences, . However, since for each training sequence we have only one gait cycle, to retain the cyclical property, we extend each sequence by appending its first frame to the tail:
. The length of the extended is denoted by . The iterative re-estimate of the population transition probabilities, , are given by (7) where , the likelihood of th observation, and the forward and backward probabilities and , are arrived at by induction as follows:
Equations (7)- (10) represent the generalization of the BaumWelch equations for multiple observations and need to be iterated over until the likelihood of the given observations are maximized. The learned transition matrix emphasizes the transitions to forward states, manifesting as high values along the first upper diagonal. We also found high values at the antidiagonal corner, which is because we adopt a cyclical Bakis model.
Model Size Determination:
We determine the number of states, , based on the Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) [31] , which take both the goodness of fit and generalizability into account (11) where is the estimated population HMM model, is the number of training sequences, and is the number of estimated parameters of the model. The estimated parameters include the transition probabilities and the parameters in the observation model. Fig. 3 plots the variation of AIC with the number of states for two different training sets of 71 subjects, one over grass walking surface and the other over concrete walking surface. Based on this plot we choose the round figure of 20 states as being fairly optimal for both the sets of sequences. It is better to err toward the larger number of states so as to retain the shape variations among different individuals.
C. Eigen-Stance Gait Model
The goal of the eigen-stance gait model is to capture the shape variations in the silhouettes for each stance across persons. We model this variation as a multivariate Gaussian distribution, which is estimated from the clustered set of exemplar silhouettes associated with each HMM stance. We use principal component analysis (PCA) to arrive at a compact representation of this distribution. For each stance, , we have reduced dimensional (with dimensions) shape space, , characterized by the mean, and the eigenvectors . Given that the final context is identification, we want this shape space to capture variation across persons. However, we have to be careful to ensure that equal number of training samples are used for each person so as not to bias the model to any particular subgroup of persons. For instance, persons with slow gait would tend to have more samples in each state exemplar. So, for each stance, we used one sample silhouette per person in the training set. We choose the one closest to the mean of the corresponding Fig. 3 . Variation of AIC with number of states, for models constructed using two different training sets of 71 subjects; one for grass walking surface and the other for concrete walking surface. Fig. 4 . Samples of the first eigen-stances over one gait cycle, representing the most discriminating directions among persons. The top row was built using silhouettes from the grass walking sequences, and the bottom row is for the concrete walking surface sequences. exemplars, as measured by the Tanimoto distance measure. Notice that this also ensures that the spaces of all s are constructed with equal number of training samples.
Considering the strong impact of walking surface type on gait recognition, we built different eigen-stance gait models, coupled with their own HMMs, for grass and concrete surfaces using manual silhouettes associated with the Gallery set and Probe D set, respectively, from the HumanID Gait Challenge problem. Fig. 4 shows some sample eigen-stances of both spaces. The number of eigenvectors, , is chosen so that at least 80% of the variation is modeled.
D. Stance Matching Using HMM
In order to project and reconstruct silhouette frames in any given sequence, , they have to be matched to one of the stances in the population HMM. The dynamic programming based Viterbi algorithm is used for this purpose [32] . It returns the most likely state assignment to the input frames. To reduce the combinatorics of this assignment process, we partition the input sequence into subsequences of roughly one gait cycle length, which is estimated from the periodic variation in the number of foreground pixels in the bottom half of the silhouettes. Note that the starting state of these subsequences need not match the starting HMM state; the cyclical nature of the HMM model can handle this.
E. Reconstruction
After each input frame is estimated to be at phase by the HMM, it is projected into the corresponding eigen-space, , and then reconstructed as .
The reconstructed silhouette, , has continuous values between 0 and 1 that we threshold to arrive at binary silhouettes. Instead of simple thresholding, we employ a two-level thresholding scheme to minimize the side effect of reconstruction process, which can make silhouettes more similar to each other. We have empirically verified that a single thresholding scheme produces silhouettes that are more similar to the mean silhouettes than the double thresholding scheme given below.
Foreground or Background otherwise.
For the experiments in this paper, and .
IV. QUALITY OF RECONSTRUCTED SILHOUETTES
What is the quality of the reconstructed silhouettes? Are the pixels that are removed mostly "noise" pixels? Are any true foreground pixels removed? These questions we address in this section.
The raw silhouettes are those produced by the baseline gait recognition algorithm [23] with some modifications. The following steps of the baseline silhouette detection algorithm are:
Step 1) compute the statistics of the individual background pixels in terms of mean and covariance of RGB values;
Step 2) compute the Mahalanobis distance of a pixel from this background pixel value distribution; Step 3) smooth the Mahalanobis distance using a 9 9 triangular window to fill in holes and to join several small pieces;
Step 4) decide on an optimal threshold to segregate the two classes using EM with the distance values as the observations; Step 5) pick the largest connected component. The smoothing in step 3) above results in thicker silhouettes with high false positive predictive values and have been found to result in poor gait recognition performance for some recognition strategies [27] . So, we eliminate that smoothing step. However, this causes the problem of losing body portions because we only pick the largest component in step 5). So, we replace step 5) with a custom proximity based grouping process that assembles disconnected components: first, we morphologically close the silhouette twice in the vertical direction using 3 1 element so as to reconnect body parts; most disconnections happen in the vertical direction, e.g., trunk between leg. Then for each connected component in a frame, we compute two values and in terms of the largest component : Area Area and , where is the vertical angle between the center point of and . We decide to group components based on the product of and . Finally we do the morphological closing operation with a 3 3 element in order to fill the holes inside the silhouette.
Thus, using simple low-level methods, the quality of the raw baseline silhouettes is enhanced somewhat, however, artifacts do remain. These form the input to the reconstruction process. The eigen-stance based silhouette reconstruction process removes many of the artifacts. 7 . Histogram of the ratio of (a) correctly added foreground pixels to the total number of added foreground pixels and (b) correctly removed noise pixels to the total number of removed pixels. Fig. 6 shows an example of reconstruction over one gait cycle. We see that most frames have been improved, suggesting our model works well for different gait phases.
A. Pixel Level Quality
One manner to evaluate the eigen-stance model is to analyze the types of pixels that are edited (either removed or added) during the reconstruction process. The measures of performance could be the ratio of correctly added foreground pixels to the total number of added foreground pixels and the ratio of correctly removed noise pixels to the total number of removed pixels. Ideally, both these ratios should be one. We compute these two quantities for each frame for which we have manually specified ground-truth image and average them over a sequence. Fig. 7 shows the histogram of the two ratios over all the sequences for which we have manual silhouettes. We see that the histograms are strongly biased toward one. Thus, suggesting that the editing during the reconstruction process is mostly correct.
We also evaluate the silhouette quality at pixel level using the measures of false positive predictive value and detection rates . The false positive predictive value is the probability that a pixel classified as foreground is actually from the background. Note that this is different from false alarm probability, which is the fraction of the actual background that is marked as foreground. Since the background is unbounded in an image, computing false alarm probability is not meaningful. The false positive predictive value is also used in epidemiology where data about the negative class is sometimes hard to get. The detection rate is the probability that a foreground pixel is classified as foreground. For each frame with corresponding manual silhouettes we compute the false positive predictive values and detection rates. We then average these quantities over all the frames from one sequence, resulting in one pair of performance numbers for each sequence. Fig. 8 shows the percentage improvement in pixel level detection After Before Before and false positive prediction After Before Before with reconstruction. We separately report the results for the grass and concrete sequences since they have different backgrounds. We also show the improvement for sequences with briefcase. Improvement in silhouette quality would be indicated by and around 0, which is observed in the plots. We see that although the detection rate of the reconstructed silhouettes dropped a little bit by about 1%, the false positive predictive value dropped much more dramatically by about 20%-30%.
B. Robustness With Viewpoint Variation
Since the eigen-stance model is a view-based representation, it is reasonable to ask how effective is the reconstruction process in handling silhouettes viewed from somewhat different viewpoints. The Gait Challenge dataset permits such as study; it includes datasets of the same gait event viewed from two different angles, with the verging angle of roughly 30 . The manual silhouettes, which were used to construct the eigen-stance model, only exist for the sequences viewed from the right camera. We use the sequences viewed from the left camera to test the robustness. However, since we do not have manual silhouettes for these left camera sequences, we can only view the quality subjectively. We show results on ten such sequences in Fig. 9 . Samples of both the original and the reconstructed frames are shown. As we have seen before, the model is able to successfully remove most shadows and other background noise artifacts. 
C. Generalizability to Different Datasets
To evaluate the generalizability of the developed model to other databases, we test it on the Georgia Tech outdoor dataset. 1 It consists of 20 subjects walking on outdoor concrete surface. We use the modified baseline silhouette extraction algorithm described in Section IV to produce raw silhouettes, which are then processed by the Gait Challenge data based eigen-stance model. Fig. 10 shows the original and reconstructed sample frames from ten different individuals. We found that the quality of the original silhouettes that we could extract by simple background subtraction is poor due to low contrast and strong outdoor illumination. However, they have been substantially improved by the model, which indicates the applicability of the built eigen-stance model beyond the gait challenge dataset.
V. IMPACT ON GAIT RECOGNITION
We have illustrated that the eigen-stance model substantially improves the silhouette qualities. But, does the improved silhouettes effect gait recognition performance? One concern is that the model based reconstruction process might result in silhouettes that are more similar to each other, hence bring down recognition performance. To study this, we consider recognition from both (a) the manually specified silhouettes over part of the data set and (b) the reconstructed silhouettes over the whole dataset. Just the manual silhouettes are not sufficient since they 1 It can be downloaded from http://www.cc.gatech.edu/cpl/projects/hid/. are over a limited number of subjects and over only one gait cycle. We will quantify gait recognition performance using: 1) the baseline gait recognition algorithm that was specified along with the gait challenge problem [23] and 2) a stance shape based recognition algorithm, whose performance is superior to the baseline algorithm.
A. Baseline Gait Recognition Algorithm
The silhouette extraction part of the baseline algorithm was discussed earlier in Section IV. Here we sketch the matching of any given probe sequence to a gallery sequence to arrive at a similarity score. It is based on spatio-temporal correlation. Let the probe and the gallery silhouette sequences be denoted by and , respectively. First, the probe (input) sequence is partitioned into subsequences, each roughly over one gait period, . Gait periodicity is estimated based on periodic variation of the count the number of foreground pixels in the lower part of the silhouette in each frame over time. This number will reach a maximum when the two legs are farthest apart (full stride stance) and drop to a minimum when the legs overlap (heels together stance).
Second, each of these probe subsequences, , is cross correlated with the given gallery sequence, as follows.
(14) Fig. 11 . Time-normalized averaged gait cycle frames for seven stances for one subject.
where, the similarity between two image frames, , is defined to be the Tanimoto similarity between the silhouettes, i.e. the ratio of the number of common pixels to the number of pixels in their union. The overall similarity measure is chosen to be the median value of the maximum correlation of the gallery sequence with each of these probe subsequences. The strategy for breaking up the probe sequence into subsequences allows us to address the case when we have segmentation errors in some contiguous sets of frames due to some background subtraction artifact or due to localized motion in the background as follows.
Median (15)
The above strategy is simple yet effective for gait recognition when compared with performances of more complicated strategies, as we can see in Table III . So, even though we base the conclusions in this section on the performance of the baseline algorithm, we expect the observations to be generalizable to results with other gait recognition algorithms. We have also benchmarked the baseline algorithm on other standard datasets, such as the CMU Mobo [33] , and the performances are similar or even better than other approaches for gait recognition that has been proposed in the literature.
B. Shaped Based Recognition Algorithm
Recent gait recognition experiments [8] , [34] have shown that silhouette shape, which includes body shape and gait stance shape, has equal, if not more, recognition power than gait dynamics. We designed a new gait recognition algorithm around this idea, exploiting just silhouette shape matching. The details of this algorithm is available in [35] , here we present just the rough outline.
Given a silhouette sequence over multiple gait cycles, we estimate the stance of each frame using the Viterbi algorithm, based on the population HMM model described in Section III-B. From these matches we arrive at one time-normalized, averaged gait cycle over a fixed number of stances. Fig. 11 shows one sample such averaged gait cycle. Note that in this representation the gait dynamics, i.e. the transition information between stances, are removed.
Given two averaged gait cycles, the similarity computation process does not have to align the cycles. The corresponding stances can be simply compared and the results summed to arrive at an overall similarity score. However, we consider the distances only for a subset of preselected stances that emphasize the differences between subjects. To select the discriminatory stances, we consider the variation in shape for each stance as reflected in the first and the second eigenvalues associated with the corresponding Eigen-stance model. These are plotted in Fig. 12 . We see that states at the ends (states 1-3 and 18-20) and at the middle (9-12) has the largest scatters, indicating that these gait stances carry the bulk of the discriminatory power. These correspond to states near the full stride stances. Let us denote this subset of salient discriminatory states by . To arrive at one similarity score, we compute Euclidean distances between the averaged representation for these stances from the probe sequence and the gallery sequence as follows.
C. Recognition From Manual Silhouettes
First, we consider recognition from manual silhouettes using the baseline algorithm. Since the shape based gait recognition algorithm uses a population HMM trained with the manual silhouettes, it does not make empirical sense to also compute recognition rates from the manual silhouettes using it. So, we used just the baseline gait recognition algorithm on the manual silhouettes. However, since manual silhouettes are specified over only one gait cycle, we had to modify the original baseline similarity computation. There is no need for the probe partitioning step and the correlation process. We can simply compute the distance by establishing a mapping between the frames in the two sequences and then summing the corresponding Tanimoto similarities between the matched frames. The fact that all the manual silhouettes start and end in the same stance makes the frame matching process somewhat easy. Some of the strategies include extrapolating the smaller sequence by repeating it, or linearly wrapping the frames in the smaller sequence to those in the larger sequence, or dropping frames at the beginning or the ending of the larger sequence. Of all the variations, we found that the linear warping strategy produced the best results.
To compare performance, we consider the key challenge experiments involving shoe, surface, carrying, and time variation between probe and gallery in the gait challenge problem. The gallery and probe sets for the experiments are reduced to contain the sequences for which we have manual silhouettes. Since recognition with manual silhouettes uses just one gait cycle, we Fig. 13 . Recognition performance of the baseline gait recognition algorithm in terms of identification rate at rank 1 and verification rate at a false alarm rate of 1% with manual silhouettes over one gait cycle and with (unreconstructed) automated silhouettes over that same cycle. compare the performance with (unreconstructed) automated silhouettes also over the corresponding gait cycles, using a similarity computation strategy same as that for the manual silhouettes. In Fig. 13 , we report the performance numbers for both the identification and the verification scenario using the identification rate at top rank and the verification rate for a 1% false alarm values, respectively. We see that the performance with manual silhouette actually drops for experiments that compare sequences involving changes in shoe, carrying condition, and surface. This can be attributed to the removal of shadow or segmentation error correlations between gallery and probe sequences in these experiments. Except for Experiment K, the gallery and the probe sequences for the other key experiments were collected around the same time and with the same clothing. Also, there is difference in background between gallery and probe only for Experiment D, which exercises surface condition change. For Experiment K, the probe background represents the same location as in the gallery, but after six months.
To shed more light on this, we consider the recognition power in: 1) the difference image between the automated silhouette and manual silhouette and 2) the pixels edited (either removed or added) during reconstruction. We found that the identification rates at rank one with these error pixels were indeed high at 28% and 25%, respectively, which roughly make up for the gap between the manual and automated silhouettes based recognition rates. Thus, the low performance under the impact of surface and time variation can not be explained by the silhouette quality.
D. Recognition From Reconstructed Silhouettes
We saw that recognition from manual silhouettes over one cycle did not improve recognition. The choice of the one gait cycle might have influenced results. Also, since these manual silhouettes were done by multiple persons they might not be of consistent quality. Do the effects also remain if we use multiple gait cycles and silhouette with consistent quality? For this, we use the reconstructed silhouettes, which were shown to be of better quality than the raw silhouettes. Fig. 14 summarizes the baseline performances with raw and reconstructed silhouettes for some of the key gait challenge experiments. We see a drop in performance for experiments A (view), B (shoe), and H (carry). This is consistent with the results we obtained for the manual silhouettes. The gallery and probe set sequences of a person for these three experiments were collected with the same background and about the same time. This is particularly true for experiment A (viewpoint) whose gallery and probe sets contain essentially the same temporal event for each person, but taken from two different viewpoints. Thus, there are correlations in the shadows of a subject between the gallery and probe sequence, which possibly contributed to higher rate with the unreconstructed silhouettes. So, we considered just the pixels that were edited during the reconstruction process, i.e., either added or removed. We refer to these as the error pixels. Recall, that we have already established that the edited pixels are mostly error (either false positive prediction or missed detection) pixels (Figs. 7 and 8) . We studied the recog- Fig. 15 . Performance with stance shape based gait recognition. Identification rate (P ) at rank 1 and verification rate (P ) at 1% false alarm rate (P ) with raw silhouettes and after reconstruction using the shaped based algorithm. Results for the 5 key experiments are listed: A (viewpoint), B (shoe), D (surface), H (carry), and K (time).
nition power from the error pixels. As shown by gray bars in Fig. 14 , the recognition from these error pixels is quite high, especially when comparing sequences for a subject collected within a short time duration of each other. For experiments that compare sequences across six months, the error pixels do not have significant recognition. Fig. 15 shows the identification and verification performance of the stance shape based algorithm on the five key experiments, with the raw and reconstructed silhouettes. We see that: 1) the overall performance of the stance shape based algorithm is much better than the baseline algorithm. It is also better than many of the reported performances (Table III) . But more importantly 2) the performance with raw and reconstructed silhouettes are similar. We find that after removing false recognition sources such as shadow pixels and missed detection, possibly due to interaction of clothing texture and background pattern, gait recognition under shoe, surface and view variations did not change, in fact they dropped a bit. The performance across time, for which there is less chance for less correlation, appears to be marginally better with reconstructed silhouettes, but the differences are not statistically significant given the small probe set size of 33, when compared with the probe set sizes of the other experiments.
VI. CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION
HMM Coupled Eigen-Stance Gait Silhouette Model:
We presented and evaluated a template-model based strategy for refining silhouettes in nearly fronto-parallel views. The model consists of an eigen-stance model that capture the shape variation of each stance, coupled with an HMM of the gait dynamics. We empirically established that the quality of the reconstructed silhouettes were better in terms of false positive predictive values and detection rates. We offer this HMM coupled eigen-stance model as solution to the detection of silhouettes of walking humans, viewed fronto-parallelly, within about 30 view angle variation. Using the Georgia Tech sequences, we showed the model also works for entirely different datasets than used to construct the model.
Recently, Lee et al. [27] also presented a method (here referred to as the MIT-Hp method) for cleaning silhouettes that appears to be similar to that presented here. They also use HMM based time-syncing of sequences and cleanup using template models. However, there are several key differences resulting in demonstrable performance differences. First, our representation of the shape variation model at each HMM state using the eigen-stance model allows us to exploit the correlation among the silhouette pixels, whereas, MIT-Hp uses an independent Bernoulli model for the silhouette pixel values. The use of a Bernoulli model is akin to using just the mean images of each stance in our model. Second, our training set consists of manually specified silhouettes, which enables us to remove shadows. The existence of shadows in MIT-Hp silhouettes might explain the enhanced performance for the experiments (A-C) on grass. Their performance for experiments where they compared silhouettes across surfaces did not improve to a large extent. Third, MIT-Hp used a two step process involving 1) a cleanup using a population based on mean image constructed by summing all frames for a set of persons and 2) further cleanup using a sequence specific HMM. On the other hand, we have an unified approach that uses a population based HMM model, coupled with population-based stance shape models. The full use of population models lets us overcome many sequence specific segmentation artifacts such as holes due to strange background or foreground texture for a particular person. The power of the use of population models is also evident, to a limited extent, in the work of Lee et al.. The performance increase in gait recognition was mostly due to their use of the aggregate population model. The addition of sequence specific HMM did not seem to add to the recognition to a large extent. All of these key differences between the MIT-Hp method and those presented here have impact on actual silhouette quality: MIT-Hp silhouettes have more false positive prediction pixel than those in this paper. Fig. 16 shows the percentage improvement in pixel level detection Here and false positive prediction between the silhouettes produced here and the HMM-Hp silhouettes Here . We separately report the results for the grass and concrete sequences since they have different backgrounds. Improvement in silhouette quality would be indicated by and is around 0, which is observed in the plots. The differences in false predictive values are statistically significant ( value , established using paired-t tests) for both concrete and grass sequences. The detection rate, on the other hand, are of the same quality for both the grass sequences and the concrete sequences value . Silhouette Quality and Gait Recognition: In the context of gait recognition, we have established that the low performance under the impact of surface and time variation can not be explained by poor silhouette quality. We base our conclusions on two gait recognition algorithms, one exploits both shape and dynamics, while the other exploits just shape. The drop in performance due to surface condition that we observe in the gait challenge problem is not due to differences in background. This observation is also corroborated by the performances reported in a fairly recent work by the Lee et al. [27] . The observation has implication for future work direction in gait recognition. Instead of searching for better methods for silhouette detection to improve recognition, it would be more productive to study and isolate components of gait that do not change under shoe, surface, or time. One example of this type of study is [12] in which relationship between silhouette shape and speed was studied and then was compensated for by transforming the silhouettes. While it is doubtful whether speed variations can fully explain the drop in performance due to surface or time change, systematic studies such as this would be needed to understand the limitation of gait recognition.
Manual Silhouette Database: Another contribution of this study is the set of part-level manual silhouettes that we have used for 71 subjects over one gait walking cycle, of approximately 40 image frames, spanning variations in shoe-type, surface, and time. This resource can be used in a variety of ways such as learning parameters of a kinematic chain model of gait. Or even learning probabilistic models to label parts of a silhouette. There has been little or no attempt at arriving at part level segmentation of the silhouette. The only works, which we are aware of, that make some effort in this direction are that of [18] , where silhouette is segmented into three quadrants, and [4] where ellipses are fit to parts of the silhouettes. Part level segmentation would be great use in gait-recognition, since most of the recognition power from gait lies in the leg and arm region. The existence of part labels would allow one to arrive at more robust high level features in terms of body dimensions and dynamics.
